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                UK'S TOP SUPPLIER
              
With a 4.6 star rating on trust pilot from hundreds of genuine reviews, its no surprise that we are quickly becoming one of the UK's top suppliers for all products CBD related!
Discover exclusive CBD products at unbeatable prices. We source and curate a unique range to meet your specific needs. From premium CBD flower to a diverse selection of CBD-infused products, we have it all.
Enjoy super-fast delivery straight to your door. We understand the importance of timely service, ensuring you receive your CBD products promptly.
Your satisfaction is guaranteed with our money-back policy. If you're not fully satisfied, we'll refund your purchase without hassle.
Explore our full range of CBD products, including our high-quality CBD flower. With precision and care, we craft oils, edibles, topicals, and more to elevate your well-being.
Choose Tonic Vault for a unique CBD experience. Trust our brand, competitive pricing, swift delivery, and unwavering commitment to customer satisfaction. Elevate your CBD journey with Tonic Vault today.
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                Cali CBD Weed Ice Cream Cake - 18% CBD
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      Regular price
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                      DISCRETE CBD DELIVERY
                    

                    
  


                  
                  
                    At Tonic Vault, we prioritize your privacy and peace of mind when it comes to CBD delivery. Our commitment to discrete delivery is reflected in our meticulous packaging process and secure shipping methods.
Each product is carefully packaged in tamper-evident, child-resistant packaging. We ensure that the packaging is heat-sealed to eliminate any chance of unwanted residue or contamination. This guarantees that you receive your CBD products in the purest form possible.
To provide an extra layer of security, we place the packaged products inside padded envelopes. These envelopes offer cushioning and protection during transit, ensuring that your CBD items arrive intact and in optimal condition.
Furthermore, we take additional measures by placing the padded envelopes inside tamper-evident mailing bags. This adds another level of security to protect your order from any tampering or unauthorized access.
When it comes to shipping, we partner with Royal Mail, the UK's most trusted courier service. With their reputation for reliability and security, you can have peace of mind knowing that your package will be handled and delivered with the utmost care.
Rest assured that our discrete CBD delivery methods prioritize your privacy and ensure that your CBD products reach you safely and securely. We strive to make your shopping experience with Tonic Vault seamless and worry-free from start to finish.

                    
                  

                
              

                
                  
                    
                    
                      TRUSTED CBD SOURCES
                    

                    
  


                  
                  
                    At Tonic Vault, we take pride in being a trusted source for CBD products. With our in-house production facility and genetics department located near the picturesque Swiss Alps, we guarantee the utmost quality and authenticity in every CBD product we offer.
Our commitment to excellence drives us to constantly innovate and bring you new and amazing CBD products. From premium CBD flower to a wide range of CBD-infused products, we strive to provide you with a diverse selection to suit your needs and preferences.
To ensure the highest standards of quality and safety, all our products undergo rigorous testing. We collaborate with reputable third-party testing laboratories to thoroughly analyze and verify the potency, purity, and consistency of our CBD products. This ensures that you receive CBD products that meet our strict quality standards and are free from harmful contaminants.
At Tonic Vault, transparency and integrity are at the core of our operations. We believe in providing you with CBD products you can trust, backed by scientific testing and meticulous attention to detail. We are dedicated to delivering a superior CBD experience that enhances your well-being and surpasses your expectations.
Choose Tonic Vault as your trusted CBD source and embark on a journey of wellness, authenticity, and satisfaction. We are here to provide you with the finest CBD products that you can rely on for their quality and effectiveness.

                    
                  

                
              

                
                  
                    
                    
                      HONESTLY PRICED CBD
                    

                    
  


                  
                  
                    At Tonic Vault, we believe in offering honestly priced CBD products without compromising on quality. As we handle the entire production and manufacturing process in-house, we have the advantage of cutting out the middleman. This allows us to offer more cost-effective pricing models compared to traditional retail competitors.
By producing and manufacturing 99% of our products ourselves, we have full control over the quality and consistency of our CBD offerings. This direct approach enables us to streamline our operations and pass the savings on to you, our valued customers.
But we don't stop there. We go above and beyond to show our appreciation for your loyalty. We offer generous discounts on select products and have a loyalty rewards scheme in place to reward our customers. We genuinely strive to be the best in the industry and make sure that your satisfaction is our top priority.
At Tonic Vault, we firmly believe that high-quality CBD products should be accessible and affordable for everyone. We are committed to offering honestly priced CBD that delivers the utmost value, ensuring you can enjoy the benefits of CBD without breaking the bank.
Choose Tonic Vault for competitively priced CBD products that don't compromise on quality. Experience the difference in both our pricing and our dedication to customer satisfaction. Join our community and discover why we are the preferred choice for those seeking honestly priced CBD products without sacrificing excellence.

                    
                  

                
              

                
                  
                    
                    
                      PLENTY TO PICK FROM
                    

                    
  


                  
                  
                    At Tonic Vault, we take pride in offering a vast array of CBD products, providing you with a plenty to pick from to cater to every individual need. We understand that everyone's CBD preferences and requirements are unique, which is why we have curated a diverse selection of CBD offerings to ensure there's something for everyone.
From CBD flower to oils, edibles, topicals, and more, our extensive product range covers all the bases. Whether you're seeking the soothing effects of CBD for relaxation, looking for a natural way to support your wellness routine, or exploring alternative options for pain management, we have you covered.
Our CBD flower selection boasts a variety of strains with distinctive aromas, flavours, and cannabinoid profiles. For those looking for convenience, our CBD oils provide a precise and easy-to-use method of consumption. If you prefer a tasty treat, our edibles come in various forms such as gummies, chocolates, and beverages. Additionally, our topicals offer targeted relief for localized discomfort.
At Tonic Vault, we are committed to sourcing high-quality CBD products from trusted suppliers and manufacturers. We prioritize your satisfaction and strive to exceed your expectations by providing products that are not only effective but also meet our stringent quality standards.
Explore our vast selection of CBD products and discover the perfect fit for your individual needs. Whether you're a seasoned CBD enthusiast or new to the world of cannabinoids, Tonic Vault is here to guide you on your CBD journey with a diverse plenty to choose from.

                    
                  

                
              

                
                  
                    
      
                    
                      MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
                    

                    
  


                  
                  
                    At Tonic Vault, your satisfaction is our number one priority. We understand that choosing the right CBD products can be a personal journey, and we want to ensure that you feel confident and supported every step of the way. That's why we offer a money-back guarantee to provide you with peace of mind.
If for any reason whatsoever you are not completely happy with your purchase, we are here to help. Simply reach out to our customer support team, and we will gladly assist you with a prompt refund. We value your trust and want to ensure that you have a positive experience with our products.
Our money-back guarantee reflects our commitment to your satisfaction and confidence in the quality of our CBD offerings. It's our way of standing behind the products we offer and demonstrating our dedication to providing you with the best possible CBD experience.
At Tonic Vault, we believe that transparency, integrity, and exceptional customer service are paramount. We are here to address any concerns or issues you may have, and our friendly team is ready to assist you throughout your CBD journey. Your satisfaction is our priority, and we are committed to ensuring that you are completely happy with your purchase.
Experience the peace of mind that comes with our money-back guarantee and shop with confidence at Tonic Vault. We are dedicated to exceeding your expectations and delivering a positive and rewarding CBD experience.
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CBD FLOWER COLLECTION
SHOP HERE 
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CBD HASH COLLECTION
SHOP HERE 
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CBD VALUE BUNDLES
SHOP HERE 
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  Rewards
Introducing Tonic Vault's loyalty rewards program! Earn gold coins to redeem for regular free products. Get 10 coins just for signing up and another 10 coins for following us on Instagram. Plus, earn 1 coin for every pound spent. Share the love and earn more coins when your friends make a purchase. Simply choose from our list of premium products and exchange your coins for free goodies. Join now and start earning rewards to enhance your CBD experience.



















  
    
      
                Why Tonic Vault 
              

                immerse yourself in the origins of Tonic Vault's remarkable products, cultivated in our in-house production facility with the breathtaking Swiss Alps as our backdrop. Our commitment to quality begins with selecting assured certified hemp strains, ensuring that each batch meets our stringent standards.
At Tonic Vault, we believe in the power of nature and the dedication of local farmers. That's why all our CBD hemp flower products are meticulously processed by hand, capturing the essence and preserving the integrity of the plant. Experience the difference that craftsmanship makes as you enjoy the natural benefits of our CBD hemp flower varieties.
We take pride in our genetics department, where our experts are constantly innovating to offer unique and exciting CBD hemp flower strains. Our exclusive CBD flower range boasts a diverse selection that caters to different preferences and desired effects. From uplifting and energizing strains to soothing and relaxing options, we have the perfect CBD hemp flower for every occasion.
In addition to our CBD hemp flower collection, we also offer a range of premium products to enhance your CBD experience. Indulge in the rich flavors and benefits of our CBD hash extracts derived from exclusive strains. Explore the captivating world of CBD moon and ice rocks, crafted with precision to deliver a one-of-a-kind experience. For convenient enjoyment, we offer CBD pre-rolls meticulously rolled with the finest CBD hemp flower.
To complement our CBD hemp flower products, we provide a selection of high-quality CBD oils, delicious CBD edibles, and satisfying CBD e-liquids. Each product is crafted with your well-being in mind, offering you stress relief, pain management, relaxation, and a substitute for regular cannabis when you need it most.
At Tonic Vault, our commitment to excellence extends to every aspect of your experience. We take pride in offering the very best CBD hemp flower products at unbeatable prices. With our money-back guarantee, you can explore our collection with confidence, knowing that your satisfaction is our top priority.
Unlock the extraordinary benefits of CBD hemp flower with Tonic Vault today. Experience the beauty of nature, the craftsmanship of local farmers, and the transformative power of CBD in every bud we offer.
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Introduction: Switzerland, renowned for its picturesque landscapes and precision, has emerged as a powerhouse in the CBD flower industry. The alpine nation is not only celebrated for its chocolates and...
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Introduction: In November 2023, the United Kingdom and Switzerland made a significant stride towards bolstering their economic ties by signing a Free Trade Agreement (FTA). This ground breaking agreement not...
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Introduction: As the popularity of CBD flower continues to soar, consumers are presented with the opportunity to explore products from different corners of the globe. Two key players in this...
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          Tonic Vault Disclaimer : "CBD products are not medicines and can not diagnose, treat or cure diseases. Always consult your own doctor before starting a new dietary program"
© 2023 TonicVault. All Rights Reserved.
          A Breeze Development Website
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